The ability to control protein-protein interactions (PPIs) for therapeutic purposes is attractive since many processes in cells involve such interactions. Recent successes in the discovery of small molecules that target proteinprotein interactions for drug development have shown that targeting these interactions is indeed feasible. In the present review the use of computer-aided drug design (CADD) via database screening or docking algorithms for identifying inhibitors of protein-protein interactions is introduced. The principles of database screening and a practical protocol for targeting PPIs are described. The recent applications of these approaches to different systems involving protein-protein interactions, including BCL-2, S100B, ERK and p56lck, are presented and provide valuable examples of inhibitor discovery and design.
INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) regulate numerous cellular processes including signaling pathways, morphogenic pathways, and complex molecular machines, among others [1] [2] [3] [4] . Design of inhibitors for PPIs is important for the control and modification of these processes and can be valuable research tools as well as potential therapeutic agents [5] . Indeed the use of chemical agents to block PPIs comprise a large part of the recently introduced field of chemical biology [6, 7] .
Low-molecular weight chemical compounds bound to a protein can prevent the formation of protein dimers which are often the active form [8, 9] . Some proteins function in trimeric or higher multimeric states which can be prevented by inhibitors which may bind to the dimer to block the association of the higher order structure [10] . Some inhibitors can also favor dimer dissociation [11] . More significant with respect to chemical biology are protein heterodimers and higher order structures. Blocking the formation of such multimeric systems may be used to alter a variety of vital processes including cellular signaling, gene regulation, immunity and metabolism among others. Blocking PPIs is also useful in the field of chemical genetics [12] [13] [14] where small molecules are used to directly change the way proteins work in real time, rather than indirectly by manipulating their structure via genetic manipulation. Accordingly, it is desirable to have approaches to rapidly and systematically obtain inhibitors of PPIs that have both adequate binding affinity and specificity. Towards this goal, computational chemistry methods hold great promise; the remainder of this review will give an overview of the application of computational (aka. in silico or virtual) methods to PPI inhibitor identification, with emphasis on low-molecular weight organic compounds as the inhibitors.
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Computer-aided drug design (CADD) refers to the application of a variety of computational methods to drug discovery and design. CADD may be divided into two categories. One category is target-or structure-based drug design (SBDD) [15] which use 3D structural and relevant biological information of a target protein to identify chemical entities with a high probability of binding to the target protein. The identified compounds, often referred to as hits, are then subjected to experimental tests to identify active or lead compounds. These methods include database screening based docking [16, 17] or molecular modeling by means of either molecular mechanical (MM) and quantum mechanical (QM) approaches [18, 19] . Alternatively, for a given binding site, novel ligands can be built from fragments that complement the geometric and chemical charateristics of the binding site. This approach is normally referred to as de novo ligand design [20] . Ligands designed by de novo approaches are usually validated by computational methods like docking at a high level of accuracy followed by synthesis and biological assay. However, the requirement for synthesis at the initial stage of the discovery process typically make de novo methods less attractive than database screening or docking methods that employ databases of available compounds.
The second category is ligand-based design methods [21] which use information about known active ligands as the basis for the design of novel lead compounds. These methods include combinatorial library techniques [22] [23] [24] which generate hits from chemical building blocks often starting from known peptidic inhibitors, quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) [24] [25] [26] analyses, which use statistical techniques to derive empirical activity formulas expressed in terms of compound functional groups and physiochemical properties, and pharmacophore approaches [27] [28] [29] [30] , which match activity with the type and spatial relationship of functional groups in known active compounds. Usually, a de novo design process also contains a pharmacophore step, i.e. adding functional groups to provide a given biological activity so that it combines both structure-based and ligand-based designs [31, 32] . While ligand-based approaches have and continue to be of great utility, they require a training set of known compounds for which experimental activity is available. However, in the case of most PPIs of interest such data is not available while structural data of the proteins is accessible. Accordingly, SBDD typically has greater utility for the identification of lead compounds with the potential to be inhibitors of PPIs. SBDD computational methods aim at i) identifying lowmolecular weight compounds that bind to the protein (i.e. lead compound identification [33] ) and ii) optimization of the lead compounds to improve their affinity, specificity, and ADME (Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion) properties as required to produce viable drug candidates. This review will focus on lead compound identification as performed using virtual database screening, also known virtual or in silico high throughput screening. In virtual database screening a million or more molecules, which are often commercially available, are computational "posed" into a putative binding site on the protein-protein interface and assigned a score (see details below), with the top scoring compounds ultimately selected for experimental testing. The power of virtual screening is emphasized in a study identifying inhibitors of tyrosine phosphatase 1B, where the hit rate was improved by 1,700-fold over the use of experimental high throughput screening (HTS) alone [34] . A number of recent reviews address the various docking methodologies and their applications [17, 21, .
Concerning PPIs several reviews covering inhibitors for particular systems have been presented. For example, Grb2 and Grk family adaptors which are mainly composed of Src homology 2 (SH2) and Src homology 3 (SH3) domains serve as docking sites for signaling proteins including various receptors, cytoplasmic kinases and GTPase regulators [63] . Cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDKs) are another class which function as essential regulators of cell growth and differentiation related to the treatments for cancer, neurological disorders, and infectious diseases [64] . Other examples include the interaction of Abeta with acetylcholinesterase (AChE), which is one of the several proteins associated with amyloid plaque deposits [65] and the possible effects of HIV-1 protease inhibitors against the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SARS-CoV) protease [66] , Hsp90 and p23 [67] .
In addition, more recent work on PPIs using docking methods include the identification of low-molecular weight inhibitors of the tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFa) [10] , the calcium-dependent S100B-p53 tumor suppressor interaction [68, 69] and the SH2 domain of p56lck [16, 25] . Alternative screening methods based on similarity analysis (see below) have been used for the validation of compounds inhibiting the SH2 domain of p56lck from peptide binding as true leads for optimization [16, 25] . These and the applications listed above indicate that database screening methods are feasible for identification of the inhibitors of PPIs.
Identification of proteins that are appropriate for inhibition (e.g. "druggable") is one of the key steps in ensuring success for PPI inhibitor development. PPIs often involve large surface areas on the interacting proteins. These surfaces are often relatively flat and, in many cases, the binding sites are exposed only after conformational changes associated with multimer formation [70] [71] [72] [73] . Developments in computational and experimental methods have allowed the identification of key residues involved in PPIs, with these residues often grouped together is small areas called hot spots [74, 75] . The presence of well-defined grooves or cavities in or near the hot spots makes these sites good putative binding sites for drug development. Careful evaluation of these hot spots, often based on sequence homology, may also allow for control over the specificity of the inhibitor-protein interactions [76] . Since many proteins involved in PPIs have different binding sites in the proteinprotein interface which are used to bind to different substrates, adequate specificity of identified inhibitors is obviously essential for their use as both research tools to elucidate, for example, signal transduction pathways, and as therapeutic agents.
The remainder of this review is organized as follows. A general overview of virtual database screening relevant to PPIs is given followed by details of selected docking algorithms. This is followed by a discussion of methodological details associated with docking including binding site selection and preparation and considerations related to conformational sampling. A section is then dedicated to an overview of scoring functions used in virtual screening, following with information on in silico databases available for screening, along with approaches required for the preparation of such databases and the utility of chemical fingerprint based approaches for database searching. Finally, several examples of systems involving PPIs that have been subjected to virtual screening, including Bcl-2, p56lck, S100B and ERK, are presented.
VIRTUAL DATABASE SCREENING
An overview of the virtual database screening process is shown in Fig. (1) . To initiate the screening project the 3D structure of the target protein from either X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy is required. If there is no experimental structure available, homologous proteins can be found based on sequence alignment following which a structure may be determined via homology modeling [77] [78] [79] . Once a 3D structure is available it is necessary to identify an appropriate binding site. This may be performed in a purely computational fashion, though it is preferable to use as much experimental information as possible to identify the putative binding pocket (see below). Once the structure and binding site are known, a docking procedure is applied to identify compounds with a high probability of binding based on the applied posing approach and the scoring function. In our laboratory, screening of large in silico databases (i.e. hundred of thousands of compounds or more) is divided into two steps followed by additional analysis (i.e. post-dock processing). Preliminary or primary docking, from which 20,000 to 50,000 top scoring compounds are selected, is designed to run quickly at the expense of accuracy. Selected compounds are then subjected to secondary docking which uses a higher level of accuracy. In both the primary and secondary docking the ligand is treated as flexible, with the additional level of accuracy in secondary docking obtained via additional structural relaxation. Typically the protein structure is kept rigid due to computational considerations, though the use of multiple conformationsof the protein in secondary docking can partially account for flexibility. For the secondary docking the final compounds are selected for experimental assay, often following some additional selection criteria. The experimental step will identify those selected compounds that have the desired biological activity; these represent the lead compounds obtained from the screening process. The true utility of lead compounds for lead optimization studies may then be determined by obtaining structurally similar compounds via similarity screening where, in the case of a good lead compound suitable for additional optimization, the majority of structurally similar compounds will be active [25] .
A wide range of experimental approaches may be used to evaluate compounds selected from the virtual screening (see Applications section, below). The most common quantities measured in experiments are IC 50 , EC 50 , and K i . IC 50 represents the concentration of an inhibitor that is required for 50% inhibition of an enzyme in vitro. EC 50 is the effective concentration at which 50% of the maximal biological response is attained. K i is the inhibition constant. Any of these values are useful for experimentally ranking ligands, with the value used based on the type of assay being performed.
In general, it is necessary to select an experimental approach that allows for a minimum of 50 compounds from the virtual screen to be assayed. In our experience, approximately 5% of selected compounds show activity in the micromolar range, such that assaying 50 compounds will yield 2-3 hits. This "limited" success rate is due to limitations in the screening process, including limitations in the ability to sample all accessible conformations of the inhibitors and the binding pocket and due to limitations in the scoring function. Accordingly, virtual screening is designed to limit the number of false negatives (i.e. active compounds that are not selected) by selecting a number of false positives (i.e. inactive compounds that are selected) leading to identification of an adequate number of true positives.
DOCKING
Docking is the general term used for the procedure to generate reasonable bound conformations (i.e. posing) and then assigning a score for the two participants: the target protein and the ligand. Scoring functions, defined according to geometric, chemical, energetic, or any other empirical criteria, are employed to direct the posing process as well as to rank the binding pose of each ligand being tested; these will be discussed below. A docking program is a combination of subroutines for conformational searching and binding pose ranking. In the 1980s, docking became computationally practical although the suggestion of using docking was proposed earlier. The first widely used docking program is DOCK developed by Kuntz in 1982 [80, 81] and is the program used in our laboratory for the majority of screening projects. DOCK initially adopted a geometric scoring criteria and later was extended to energy based scoring functions for ranking the binding poses. As stated above, DOCK as well as most docking programs keeps the protein structure rigid during the docking process. In DOCK ligand flexibility is introduced via an anchor-based approach [81] . In this approach one or more anchors, typically ring systems, for the ligand being docked are selected. These anchors are then directed into the putative binding site by overlaying them onto a set of spheres that define a negative image of the receptor binding site (i.e. a set of spheres that fill the binding pocket). Once an anchor is placed, the remainder of the molecule is built in a layer by layer fashion, where the new substituents associated with each layer are rotated about the connecting bond to identify the lowest conformation of the substituents in that layer prior to adding the next layer. The process is continued until the entire ligand is built. More rigorous sampling of possible ligand conformations is performed by placing the anchor fragments in multiple orientations prior to the build-up procedure, such that a large number of copies of a given ligand are built, from which the lowest energy ligand is selected. The buildup procedure can be further enhanced by including additional energy minimization of the ligand as the process proceeds. Such additional minimization is performed in the secondary docking approach used in our laboratory; however, this extra minimization increases the computational demand by close to a factor of 10. Once the ligand is built (i.e. posed) a final score is assigned and the next ligand is built into the binding site. It should be noted that the posed ligand can then be rescored using other scoring functions; an approach referred to as consensus scoring uses a combination of results from different scoring functions to perform the final ranking of the ligands [82] . Another relevant point is the inherent parallizability of database screening. By simply splitting the database across multiple computers each portion of the database may be screened simultaneously, with the final scores for all the ligands collected once all the databases have been screened and the final ranking performed.
Beyond DOCK a wide variety of docking programs are available that use a collection of posing methodologies and scoring functions. For the sake of completeness following is a list of most docking programs and algorithms presented without evaluating their quality or efficiency. These include 3D-Dock Suite (FTDock [83] , RPScore [84] and MultiDock [85] ), Affinity (Insight II), AutoDock [86] , BiGGER [87] , CDOCKER [88] , ChemScore [89] , ClusPro [90] , COMBINE [91] , CONCOORD/DISCO [92] , DOCK [81] , DockVision [93] , DOT [94] , ECEPP/3 [95] , FDS [96] , FlexX [97] , GAPDOCK [98] , GasDock [99] , GEMDOCK [100] , Glide [101, 102] , GOLD [103] , GRAMM [104] , HADDOCK [105] , ICM-DISCO [106] , ICM-Dock [107] , IFREDA [108] , LibDock [109] , LIGPLOT [110] , LigandFit [111] , PatchDock and SymmDock [112] , PMF_score [113, 114] , PSI-DOCK [115] , RDOCK [116] , SITUS [117] , Surflex [118] , TreeDock [119] , and ZDOCK [120] . Although some comparison studies have been performed on the more commonly used programs [121] [122] [123] [124] , it should be emphasized that it is difficult to compare different docking programs/algorithms due to the different approaches generally being optimized for a particular purpose. However, if used judiciously, most docking procedures can fulfill the purpose of finding candidate lead compounds from an in silico databases within acceptable time limits.
As stated above, one method to account for protein flexibility in docking is via inclusion of multiple conformations of the target protein in the process. Each ligand is docked against each conformation with the best score for that ligand amongst the protein conformations used for the overall ranking of that ligand. Alternate conformations of a protein may be obtained from different crystal structures, from various structures typically available from an NMR structure determination or from a molecular dynamics simulation performed with CHARMM [125] or another of the available computational chemistry programs [126] . Alternatively, some docking programs do explicitly include protein flexibility, such as FlexX [127] , although this will significantly increase the computational requirements for docking each ligand. Another way to account for protein flexibility is soft-core potentials, which allow some overlap of ligand and protein atoms by lowering the Lennard-Jones repulsion between ligand and protein atoms [128] . In the end all of the above methods only partially account for the targetprotein flexibility, a limitation whose impact must be considered in all docking studies.
An important step in the development and acceptance of any methodology, such as virtual docking, is a rigorous and independent validation of the approach. Towards this goal was the implementation of a community wide experiment, the Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI, http://capri.ebi.ac.uk/) in 2000 [41, [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] . Motivation for CAPRI is based on the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Predication (CASP) [134, 135] . In CAPRI it was shown that most known small moleculeprotein complexes can be reproduced by docking methods although none of docking algorithms is able to predict all of them correctly.
PROTEIN STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS
An essential component of any virtual database screening project is an appropriate protein structure and a well-defined binding pocket. Protein structures, which are experimentally determined by NMR or X-ray diffraction, can be obtained online at the protein data bank (PDB http://www.rcsb.org). If the structure of a receptor is not available, homologous protein with known 3D structures may be used to develop a 3D model of the target protein via a variety of modeling approaches [77] [78] [79] . These homologous proteins are selected based on sequence alignment by alignment tools including BLAST [136] [137] [138] , ClustalW [139, 140] , MAP [141] , and SAM [142] .
When using an experimental structure from X-ray crystallography the position of the hydrogens are typically not present or poorly defined. Therefore, the positions of the hydrogen atoms should be optimized through computational means. This may be performed using a variety of computational chemistry packages (e.g. AMBER [143] , CHARMM [125] , GROMOS [144] , Sybyl (Tripos Inc.), or Insight (Accelrys). In the structures from NMR data, often 10 or more structures are given, though in some cases a single average structure is presented. While NMR structures have well defined positions for the majority of hydrogens it is still useful to minimize the position of the hydrogens, especially in the case of averaged structures. Beyond hydrogens, it is often useful to minimize the entire structure of the target protein to remove bad contacts in the experimental structures. Such minimizations are typically done in the presence of harmonic restraints on the non-hydrogen atoms to insure that the 3D structure does not significantly deviate from the experimental structure.
An essential consideration when preparing a protein for docking is the protonation state of ionizable residues on the protein. While typical pK a values for the amino acids are known, the actual protonation state of some amino acid residues can change significantly based on their chemical surroundings. When considering ionization states the most important case is histidine, which can be in one of two neutral states (i.e. the Nδ1 or the N ε2 atom protonated) or in the fully charged +1 state. Other residues that must be considered are the acidic residues Asp and Glu as well as cysteine, tyrosine, lysine and arginine, although these residues will typically be in their standard ionization states due to their pK a being relatively far from pH 7. However, when any ionizable amino acid is located in the binding site being targeted, possible alternate ionization states should be considered. Online pK a prediction algorithms are available (e.g. http://biophyscs.cs.vt.edu/H++/); however, their accuracy is difficult to gauge.
BINDING SITE CONSIDERATIONS
Computational determination of putative binding pockets typically requires determination of the protein surface followed by identification of concave regions into which ligands may potentially bind. The surface representation can be the van der Waals (vdW) surface [145] which is defined by a collection of points based on vdW radii of the receptor atoms. The program MIDAS [146] , which was recently replaced by Chimera [147] , creates the vdW surface around each atom followed by removal of areas of overlap to create a Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) type model. The currently used solvent-accessible surface by the DOCK program, which can be generated by the program dms in the MIDAS package, is defined by rolling a theoretical water 'probe' sphere around the vdW surface of the molecule and using the contact and reentrant points to determine the surface. A helpful algorithm for analytically calculating smooth threedimensional contour was proposed by Connolly [148, 149] . Therefore, the solvent-accessible surface generated by the Connolly algorithm, referred to as a Connolly surface, involves a network of convex, concave, and saddle shape surfaces. In other words, it is comprised of spherical contact faces, spherical reentrant faces and toric reentrant faces. A coarse approximation of the Connolly surface is the Alpha shape, which is made of a set of "alpha-exposed" points. Each pair of "alpha-exposed" points forms a circle of radius alpha, which contains no other points. All "alpha-exposed" points define an enclosed region to represent the molecular shape. Smaller radius alpha increases the resolution of the region. The alpha shape is used for fast surface matching because there are few points to consider. In addition, a number of algorithms have been proposed to generate the molecular surface using a fixed solvent probe radius or a variable-radius solvent probe [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] .
Based on a molecular surface, putative binding pockets may be identified by a variety of algorithms. The Lenhoff technique computes a complementary surface for the receptor to determine possible positions for locating the atom centers of the ligand [161] . Kuntz and coworkers generate clustered spheres using the program SPHGEN. Each sphere is related to a pair of points i and j that lie on the molecular surface and is centered on the normal at point i. Therefore, the cavities on the receptor can be represented by clusters of overlapping spheres which are used to place the anchor used in ligand placement described above.
While computational approaches alone can delineate binding sites, ideally, such methods should be used in conjunction with experimental data to select the final binding pocket for virtual screening. In the case of systems where an experimental structure of a ligand-protein complex is available (e.g. inhibitors in enzyme active sites) the process is trivial; however, for PPIs the binding site must be selected from an extensive protein-protein binding interface. Useful experimental data for this purpose often comes from mutational studies. Mutation(s) may cause significant changes in the affinity of PPIs and thus indicate important residues. Examples of the utility of mutation data in defining binding pockets are given in the applications section below.
For inhibitors of PPIs, the binding site should be located on the protein-protein interface [2] . These interfaces have contact areas varying from 550-4900Å2 and are typically dominated by steric and hydrophobic interaction, although there also exist electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds [162] . The latter types of interactions may be considered desirable to include in a binding pocket as they may facilitate the selection of more specific inhibitors. Visual inspection of the protein surface is helpful for selecting a binding pocket, especially following the placement of spheres as used in DOCK. Such inspection along with consideration of residue types, experimental mutation data and homology data should then be used to select several potential sites for docking.
Once several possible sites are selected, test docking may be undertaken to identify a suitable binding pocket for the full docking study. In our laboratory test docking involves docking a set of 1000 diverse compounds. The spatial distribution of the ligands along with the extent of the ligands overlapping with the binding site are then used to rate the site via a term referred to as the binding pose [163] . A larger binding pose is associated with sites in which a significant portion of the initial ligands remains in the binding pocket and the binding orientation of all the ligands are similar. Comparing the binding pose between the different sites being tested is then used to select the final site for docking. Alternatively, one can perform docking calculations simultaneously on several putative binding sites and rank the ligands by scores adjusted by a statistical correction with respect to the possible sites, a method referred to as the multiple active site correction (MASC) [164] . Another approach related to this correction is a cluster analysis of the distance between sites [165] . These MASC treatments can be also used to consider cross docking of multiple receptor structures.
CONFORMATIONAL SAMPLING
As discussed above docking is typically performed by explicitly including ligand flexibility, with the protein structure typically treated as rigid. The latter, undesirable condition is generally necessary due to computational speed limitations. Despite this numerous methods do include protein flexibility to varying extents. The flexibility of the protein structure can be considered in three ways. The first is cross-docking, based on docking to multiple conformations of a protein. These conformations can be those found in different crystals, from a single crystal that contains multiple, non-symmetric copies of the protein, from multiple NMR structures or generated by molecular dynamics simulations [166, 167] . The second approach is docking against an ensemble of the receptor conformations, which again requires the collection of an ensemble of conformations [168, 169] . The third method is direct flexible docking, where the protein conformation is sampled along with that of the ligand during the posing process [106, 108, [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] [177] [178] [179] . While this may be considered the most "correct" approach it is typically the most expensive method because of the change of the coordinates of important parts on the receptor. While such methods allow for limited adjustments of the side-chains and backbone conformation in the vicinity of the binding pocked during ligand posing, they generally do not consider larger scale conformational changes that can occur upon ligand binding.
A variety of approaches have been used to include protein flexibility in docking. These include fast Fourier transform surface matching algorithms [180, 181] (MolFit, MULTIDOCK, DOT, GRAMM, ZDOCK), geometric hashing [182, 183] (PPD, PatchDock, BUDDA), genetic algorithms [86, 98, 99, 103, [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] (GAsDock [99] , GAPDOCK [98] ), Monte Carlo sampling [93, 95, [193] [194] [195] [196] (ECEPP/3 [95] , ICM-DISCO, MCDOCK [194] ), and molecular or Brownian-type mechanics procedures (SmoothDock, TSCF). Recently, the impact of the inclusion of receptor flexibility in several docking methods has been presented [121] .
Concerning ligand flexibility, several methods beyond the anchor-based method used in DOCK (see above) have been developed. These include surface matching methods, genetic algorithms and Monte Carlo based approaches. Generally, the "better" an approach, as defined by the ability to more rigorously sample conformational space, the computationally more demanding the approach. This compromise requires the selection of a balance between sampling ability and number of compounds being screened. Thus, for an extensive screen of a database of 1 million or more compounds, the computationally efficient anchor search method may be the most appropriate. However, in cases where a smaller number of ligands are to be docked and it is desirable to maximize the potential of identifying more accurate poses alternate methods, including those described below should be considered.
The surface matching methods aim at finding the transformation that will yield the maximum number of matching surface points for the receptor and the ligand. Geometric hashing algorithms [182, 183] solve the surface matching problem by a series of special steps. First, all triplets of atoms on the surface of both the receptor and the ligand are computed and their unique coordination systems are kept in a so-called Hash table. Second, the triplets from the receptor are compared to the ones from the ligand. Then, the set of triplets that yields the maximum number of matches are used to derive the transformation, T, that results in the best least-squares match between corresponding triplets. Finally, the transformation T is app-lied to see if the resulting transformation abides by geome-tric and energetic constraints. If not, another receptor triplet will be used for the search. In Surflex, a flexible molecular docking algorithm, the search engine relies on a surface-based molecular similarity method as a means to rapidly generate suitable putative poses for molecular fragments [118] .
Genetic algorithms as general tools for optimization were introduced in the 1970s and developed in the past decade [86, 98, 99, 103, [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] . First, alternative ligand positions and conformations are generated, forming an initial population of solutions. The initial population is then evolved, meaning that only the "most fit" or lowest energy ligand positions survive into the next generation. Then, new "individuals" or ligand states are generated through mutation and crossover. With each successive generation, "more evolved" or lower energy ligand positions are produced, thereby finally achieving the "most evolved" or lowest energy binding modes.
In the Monte Carlo (MC) methods [93, 95, [193] [194] [195] [196] , ligand positions near the active site are randomly generated and subsequently optimized, with the selection of steps (i.e. conformational changes) performed via the Metropolis criteria. Use of this approach allows for increases and decreases in interaction energy with the protein, where the former are important to overcome energy barriers between low energy conformations. Usually, multiple steps are combined in Monte Carlo procedures. In the first step positions and conformations are sampled and the interaction energy minimized starting from an approximate pre-selected docking position. The resulting conformations are further optimized in the second step by a Metropolis Monte Carlo minimization, which optimizes each of these structures [196] . In one more Monte Carlo run following the Metropolis MC step, a pair wise atom potential function is used, and the temperature parameter is slowly lowered during the run effectively minimizing the ligand-protein complex structure (Simulated Annealing) [93] . The MC procedure can be repeated many times, potentially achieving a near exhaustive sampling of conformational possibilities for the ligand-protein complex.
SCORING FUNCTIONS
Scoring functions are the central part of screening procedures as they direct both the posing as well as yield the final ranking of the docked compounds. There are two classes of scoring functions that are commonly used. The first type is based on energies that include terms describing electrostatic, van der Waals, H-bonding, torsional, and solvation contributions. These are referred to as force field based methods and may include all or only a subset of the listed terms. These types of scoring functions, or their derivatives, are also referred to as empirical scoring functions. The second type is referred to as knowledge-based scoring functions, which may consider geometric and chemical complementarities, requirements based on known biological functions, as well as numerical corrections based on the use of databases and the limitations in conventional scoring functions. In Table 1 examples of a number of scoring function terms representative of both types of functions used in database screening are presented.
Force field methods are typically based on the calculation of intermolecular interaction energies, although intramolecular terms related to strain energies are important and should be considered if possible. These scoring functions basically consists of the vdWs interaction expressed in terms of the Lennard-Jones potential and the electrostatic energy by Coulomb's law. Equation 1 in Table 1 gives the intermolecular interaction containing the vdW and the electrostatic terms. In eq 1, r ij is the distance between atom i and j. and A ij and B ij are the Lennard-Jones coefficients related to repulsion and attraction, respectively. Generally, the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential is used, as in DOCK [81] , however special potential may be employed, such as the 8-4 potential in GOLD [103] . q i and q j are the formal charges and 332.0 is a factor converting the electrostatic energy to kilocalories per mole. The ε(r ij ) is distance-dependent dielectric constant, with a value of ε = 4 typically used in DOCK. A distance-dependent or r-dependent dielectric is used as it is a simple way to mimic the presence of solvent due to the increase in the dielectric as the atoms move further ∑ [86] apart, which mimics the increase in dielectric as water moves between the atoms. A soft-core Coulombic potential, obtained by adding a constant c to the distanc e r ij , i.e. (r ij +c), may also be used as the electrostatic term [201] . For saving computational time, the summation over receptor atoms in the equation 1 can be computed in advance on a grid overlaid on the binding site [202] such that only the summation over ligand atoms has to be computed during the conformation searching to obtain the interaction energy.
The change of the ligand intramolecular geometry leads to changes in the internal, strain or intra-molecular energy. Most docking programs ignore this term or combine this part with other empirical terms. Equation 2 gives an example of the function to calculate the intramolecular energy within a ligand.
are either hydrogen bonds or steric interac tions specified by the atom type index B ij between all nonhydrogen atoms. The dihedral rotation term in eq. 2 is originally from the work of Gehlhaar et al. [203] . The values of A, m, and θ 0 are set to 3.0, 3, and π for sp3-sp3 bond; and to 1.5, 6, and 0 for sp3-sp2 bond. Additional parameters may be used for other types of bonds [100, 204] .
Hydrogen bonding is another important factor that may be considered. In equation 3, H-bonding is described by a Lennard-Jones type formula with parameters Cij and Dij for repulsion and attraction, respectively. ξ(t) is a weight depending on the angle, t, of the H-bond [86] . In GOLD and SYBYL/ G-Score [103] , the H-bond term is considered according to the type and the geometry of the donor-acceptor pairs. SYBYL/ChemScore does not distinguish neutral and ionic H-bonds, but adds an additional term for considering the interaction between ligands and metal ions residing in a binding site [205] . Alternatively, in equation 4, hydrogen bonding is calculated as a spherical Gaussian where E 0 hbond =2.5 kcal/mole as an average of various estimates, d hbond =1.4Å as a radius of the interaction sphere, and r ep =1.7 Å as the reference radius value [197] . The free energy of binding in solvent can be computed according to Hess's law of heat summation, ∆G(binding, solution) = ∆G(binding, gas) + ∆G(complex, solution) -∆G(receptor, solution) -∆G(ligand, solution). The last three terms contribute to the solvation effect. As an approximation, the solvation effect can be simply evaluated as the desolvation energy of the small molecule, -∆G(ligand, solution), when the receptor is much larger than the ligand, i.e. ∆G(complex, solution) -∆G(receptor, solution) ≈ 0. Solvation effects can be computed in many different ways, including the use of an r-dielectric as discussed above. In equation 5 the solvation energy is based on the function of Stouten et al. [206] S and V denote the solvation parameter and fragmental volume, respectively. The exponential term is an envelope function with a constant of σ = 3.5 Å. Another approach, shown in equation 6 is based on a desolvation penalty for each ligand [177] obtained by summing over the ligand atomic contribution ∆G i which may be calculated using the semi-empirical program AMSOL [207, 208] . The contribution is normalized by a contacting factor F i which has value of 1 when the atom is completely buried in the receptor and value of zero when the atom is totally exposed to solvent molecules. Equation 7 has the desolvation free energy based on the atomic contact energy (ACE) [198] denoted by e ij which is specified by a switch function n ij in the range 6-10 Å in order to avoid a sharp distance cutoff [209] . By implementing the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) approximation [210, 211] , accurate solvation models based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation or Generalized Born equations, e.g. the PBSA (Poisson Boltzmann Surface Area) or GBSA (Generalized Born Surface Area) methods are also possible [212, 213] although these methods are computational more expensive making them inappropriate for screening large databases.
Knowledge-based functions have attracted a lot of attention and have been shown to provide practicable predictions of the relative ordering of ligand affinity. Equation 8 is the form of a knowledge-based potential of mean force (PMF) scoring function [113, 114] which is a summation of distance-dependent interaction potentials including enthalpic and entropic effects, over all heavy atom pairs, derived based on statistical analysis of protein-ligand complexes found in the Protein Database Bank. The LUDI scoring function that yields free energies as developed by Bohm is shown in Equation 9 [199] . The neutral and ionic H-bonds are separately treated in the first two terms, each having a reference value scaled by distance-and angle-dependent factors for each interacting pair. The hydrophobic interaction is scaled by a factor based on the hydrophobic buried area. The torsional entropy loss is expressed in the fifth term. The last term is a constant based on regression analysis of available complexes for a given target protein. The F-Score used in FlexF is similar to the LUDI scoring function, but the hydrophobic term is replaced with a term for the interaction between aromatic groups and a general distance-dependent contact term [97] . Equation 10 is that used in DrugScore [200, 214] , a knowledge-based potential which combines distance-dependent pair potential and solvent-accessible surface (SAS) dependent terms. Each potential is calculated as the logarithm of an occurrence frequency derived from a large set of protein-ligand complex structures. The factor γ is an adjustable weight with a normal value of 0.5. Two additional scoring functions are shown in equations 11 and 12. Equation 11 is a pharmacophore-based interaction energy between the ligand and the hot-spot atoms on the protein. W j is the pharmacophore weight of the hot-spot atom j and will be set to zero if the interaction type of the ligand atom does not match that of the hot-spot. is defined as in equation 2. This approach is used in GEMDOCK [100, 204] . Equation 12 involves a correction [86] with consideration of quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) data from statistical analysis of the multilinear regressions α i for selected 2D descriptors D ji labeled by index i for each ligand j.
DOCK [81] uses equation 1 with the option of including an additional desolvation energy term. AutoDock [86] uses equations 1 and 3 for both the inter-molecular and intramolecular energies. In TreeDock, only a 6-12 Lennard-Jones
F r potential is used [119] . In PLP, a scoring system implemented in the software Cerius2 [203] , all atom pairs are divided into three categories, i.e. hydrogen donoracceptor pairs, repulsive donor-donor or acceptor-acceptor pairs, and generic dispersion of other contact pairs, each being described by the Lennard-Jones potential. In G-Score [103] , the scoring function contains a Lennard-Jones 8-4 potential, a H-bond term, and an internal ligand energy term similar to the terms in the equation 2. X-Score uses the vdW interaction based on an 8-4 Lennard-Jones term, a hydrogen bonding term, a hydrophobic effect term, a torsional entropy penalty, and a regression constant [215] .
Several studies have performed comparisons of some of the above scoring functions [216] . Wang and co-workers presented a comparative evaluation of 11 scoring functions [124] and pointed out that some scoring functions including PLP, F-Score, LigScore, DrugScore, LUDI, and X-Score, yield higher hit-rates. Based on an extensive evaluation of 14 scoring functions [123] , they showed better correlation between the affinity and the scores calculated by X-Score, DrugScore, Sybyl/ChemScore, and Cerius2/PLP score. In most docking tools, these scoring functions can be used in combined ways, such as consensus scoring [217] [218] [219] [220] . Users can change the weight coefficients f which dictates the contribution of each energy term to the overall consensus energy score to optimize the performance for each system. Efforts are ongoing in a number of laboratories to improve scoring functions in order to improve hit rates; however to date there appears to be no "best" scoring function that is applicable to all systems. In addition, it should be noted that the scoring functions typically do not have a direct relationship with the binding affinity of the ligands (i.e. the energy scores do not correspond to an absolute free energy of binding).
One of the general limitations with scoring functions based on some type of interaction energy is the tendency for the scoring to favor larger compounds [221] . This is simply due to the greater number of atoms leading to more favorable interactions between a larger ligand and a receptor combined with the omission of desolvation and other contributions that contribute to binding being omitted from consideration in many scoring functions, including that in the program DOCK. The latter contributions will typically be more unfavorable for the binding of larger compounds, balancing the more favorable ligand-receptor interactions. To overcome this limitation we have developed a simple normalization procedure based on the number of non-hydrogen atoms, N, in a ligand [221] . This involves taking the interaction energy score and dividing it by N x , where x is an empirically fit term. The value of x is determined based on the resulting distribution of molecular weights of the top scoring compounds; typically a value of x is selected which yields a collection of compounds with a MW distribution between 100 and 500 with a maximum around 300 daltons. Such a distribution of MWs is desirable for lead-like compounds [33] .
DATABASES AND LIBRARIES
Virtual database screening cannot be performed without an adequate database (or library) of virtual compounds. For each compound or entry in a database, the basic information stored includes compound name or identification number, atom types, bond types, connectivity, coordinates, formal charges, and chirality. Some databases also contain extra information including molecular properties and descriptors, as well as application fields and classification information like drug categories and reaction types. In general, databases of chemical compounds can be categorized into three kinds, with those types discussed in the remainder of this section. It should be noted that recent studies suggest that the chemical diversity of some existing commercial databases might not include the chemical space describing PPI inhibitors [222] .
The first type of database involves collections of as many as possible compounds from selected sources. Most chemical companies provide such databases, which include compounds that are available in stock or can be readily synthesized. Following is a list of some online-searchable chemical databases with their approximate current size in parentheses: Asinex (129,000), Chembridge (371,000), Chemdiv (750,000), Comgenex (120,000), Life Chemicals (385,000), Maybridge (60,000), MDD (33,000), Nanosyn (47,000), NCI (250,000), Sigma_Aldrich (90,000), Specs (232,000), Timtec (165,000) and Tripos (80,000). A longer list of databases can be found in an evaluation work by Sirois and coworkers [223] . These publicly available databases can be compiled into meta-database like "Ligand.info" [224] which contains more than 1 million low-molecular weight compounds.
The second type of database contains specific compounds selected for certain characteristics or purposes. Examples include the Derwent World Drug Index (WDI) database, which contains almost 80,000 drugs and pharmacologically active compounds, ZINC [225] containing about 728,000 purchasable compounds ready for docking, and SuperNatural [226] which contains a database of approximately 50,000 natural compounds including most drugs on the market. Several databases of ligand-protein complexes are available. SitesBase is a database about the structural similarities between known ligand binding sites found in the Protein Data Bank [227] . LigBase [228] contains approximately 50,000 ligand-protein structures also from the PDB. LigandProtein DataBase (LPDB) is designed to use known receptor-ligand complexes to improve docking scoring functions [229] . PDBbind database [230] (http://www. pdbbind.org/) provides a comprehensive collection of binding affinities for the protein-ligand complexes in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). SuperLigands [231] and PDBLigand [232] are both databases of about 5000 ligands derived from the Protein Data Bank. Relibase [233] is a database that provides a query tool for the analysis of receptor-ligand binding features. GLIDA [234] is a Gprotein coupled receptor (GPCRs) related chemical genomic database. ChemMine [235] is a compound mining database for chemical genomics. LIGAND (http://www.genome.ad.jp/ ligand/)is comprised of more than 7300 compounds, 5000 reactions and 3800 enzymes. A review summarizes some libraries of ligands related to human protein kinases [236] .
The third kind of database includes building-blocks or molecular fragments for the purpose of further molecular design. Such libraries are provided by many companies including AKos, Chembridge(PHARMABlock), Chemdiv, Maybridge, and Key Organics Limited. This class of database is appropriate for de novo design or lead optimization efforts.
Compound databases usually exists in one or more of the following three formats. One is the 2-dimensional (2D) structure database file (SDF) based on the MDL convention, which contains 2D mapping coordinates, connectivity, chirality, and bond information. In addition, it is possible to include molecular properties as well as compound identification information required for purchasing selected ligands. SDF is the format that chemical companies typically provide to users. The information in SDF files may act as the starting point for the generation of 3D structures followed by for further geometry optimization [16] and are used in several database searching algorithms based on 2D molecular descriptors [237] . The second database format includes 3D structural information. Examples include the protein data bank (PDB) and Tripos MOL2 formats and the SDF format may be extended to contain 3D information. This type of format is normally used for viewing structures and is typically the starting point for virtual database screening studies and these databases also typically include the same information as the SDF database listed above. However, in many cases, in order to minimize space requirements, only the essential information is included such as atom type, bond type, coordinates, partial charges, and connectivity. In addition to their use in visualization and screening the information in 3D format databases may be used to generate 3D molecular descriptors that describe molecular similarity and diversity based, such as the GETAWAY (GEometry, Topology, and Atom-Weights AssemblY) descriptors [238, 239] . The third format are searchable databases containing extensive information for each compound including that in the first two database formats as well as additional information. Accordingly, such database can be quite large and are usually stored in binary format to save disk space. Examples include the 2D database files prepared by ISIS (MDL) or other tools that are used for similarity searching, compound clustering based on the fingerprints (see below) or other approaches. These databases are often included in and used by commercially available software packages, including the molecular operating environment (MOE, Chemical Computing Group) and Sybyl (Tripos Inc).
Several points concerning databases need to be emphasized. For performing energy calculations as required for some scoring functions, it is important to have satisfactory 3D structures and high quality partial charges for each ligand. The compounds should be energy minimized to assure that proper bonds and angles geometries are obtained. However, typically 3D conformations in a database do not correspond to the global minimum, althought this is not important as ligand flexibility is included in the majority of screening approaches. An alternative are 3D databases in which a large number of conformations of each compounds are stored [225] . In such cases the posing procedure will involve rigid docking of all available conformations of a compound rather than systematically sampling the ligand conformation during docking. Partial atomic charges are historically those from AMBER [143] or from the method of Gasteiger [240] . Recently, improved partial atomic charges are being used including those based on AM1 calculations, a semi-empirical quantum chemical method, combined with a charge model like CM2 (Charge Model 2) [208] and BCC (Bond-Charge Corrections) [241] . The BCC model, which is implemented in some software packages, including OpenEye (http://www.eyesopen.com/), applies bond-charge corrections to the AM1 partial charges on each atom to generate the final partial charges. It should be noted that semiempirical geometry optimization is still too expensive all the compounds in large databases, such that the charges etc. are based on geometries obtained from molecular mechanics optimization. Another recent addition to 3D databases are free energies of solvation based on the AMSOL semiempirical solvation model [207, 208] ; the availability of such values may be useful for predicting desolvation penalties upon binding as well as selecting compounds with proper solubilities for experimental assay. Finally, the compounds in a database should be assigned physiologically relevant protonation states, unnecessary components should be removed (e.g. the counterions in salts) and chirality of compounds taken into account.
POST-DOCK PROCESSING: RULES FOR SELECTION OF FINAL COMPOUNDS FOR EXPERIMENTAL ASSAY
In spite of the limitations of current docking programs, docking algorithms and their associated scoring functions these approaches are helpful at selecting small molecules with a high probability of binding to the target protein. To facilitate the selection of biologically active compounds from a virtual database screen a number of additional criteria should be considered beyond the direct ranking from the docking itself. This step, as shown in Figure 1 , may be referred to as post-dock processing. The factors include maximizing the chemical diversity of compounds for assay, the physical properties of the compounds and additional scoring of the compounds. The remainder of this section will focus on the first two considerations as alternate scoring considerations were discussed above.
Concerning chemical diversity, intuitively it may be considered desirable to subject compounds that cover the widest range of chemical space and are still structurally complementary to the target protein to experimental assay [16] . Indeed, work in our laboratory has shown that selection of chemical diverse compounds from the top scoring compounds leads to improved hits rates as compared to selection of compounds based on their docked scores alone [242] . To maximize the chemical diversity of compounds selected for assay, we apply the following approach. Typically, the top 1000 compounds are selected from the secondary posing and scoring in the virtual screening process based on normalized energy scoring (see Figure 1 and following paragraph). These compounds are then subjected to similarity clustering based on chemical fingerprints [243, 244] . In this approach each compounds is assigned a fingerprint that is a binary string of 1024 bits with each bit representing a chemical feature (e.g. atom type, bond type, aromatic ring etc.). The fingerprint (or bit string) for each compound allows for the compounds to readily be compared based on the Tanimoto index, ultimately allowing them to be grouped into clusters of chemically similar compounds. Typically, for a 1000 compounds, approximately 100 clusters of varying size are obtained. One or two compounds are then selected from each cluster for experimental assay, with the selection process considering physical properties discussed below. This yields a collection of 100 to 200 compounds which are all structurally complementary to the binding site and have maximum chemical diversity for assay. It should be noted that various types of fingerprints are available, including those based on the content (2D) of substructures, pharmacophore points, and biological/physical properties as well as in the spatial arrangement of these pharmacophore points [237, [245] [246] [247] [248] .
The second consideration during final compounds selection is physical properties. The classic properties considered are based on the rule-of-five proposed by Lipinski in 1997 and reprinted in 2001 [33, 249, 250] . The rule-of-five was derived from statistical analysis of available drugs and other active, drug-like molecules. The descriptors used in the rule are molecular weight (MW), number of Hbond acceptors (Ha), number of H-bond donors (Hd), and logarithm of the octanol/water partition coefficient estimated by Kowwin (LogP). The values for each of these terms are close to five or a factor of five, i.e. MW< 500, Ha < 10, Hd < 5, and -5 < ClogP < 5. This empirical rule has been further developed [251] and recently reviewed [252] and alternate rules based on polar surface area and number of rotatable bonds have been presented [253] . In addition absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) considerations can be taken into account when selecting compounds [254] , functional groups which are problematic for medicinal chemistry during the lead optimization process can be flagged [255, 256] , and checks may be made for promiscuous compounds (i.e. compounds that non specifically inhibit a wide range of proteins) [257, 258] . More detailed consideration of compound selection criteria can be found in Olah and Oprea's work [252] .
In our laboratory, the Lipinski's rules are typically implemented in the following manner. The top 1000 compounds are selected based on DOCK interaction energy scores normalized to account for ligand size and subsequently clustered into approximately 100 clusters. The compounds in each cluster are then analyzed with respect to Lipinski's rules and one or two compounds that meet those rules are selected for experimental assay. Emphasis in the selection process is towards smaller compounds, as these are more lead-like versus drug like [33] . However, if none of the compounds in a cluster meet those criteria compounds are still selected from that cluster for analysis. In addition, we do not consider ADME properties at this stage as the goal is to obtain a collection of lead compounds with maximal chemical diversity rather than identifying drugs per se. Also, the possibility of promiscuous compounds is not considered, although experimental assays should be performed to determine if such compounds are identified as active in the experimental assay [257, 258] . Overall, it should be remembered that at the lead identification stage, it is leadlike compounds rather than drug-like compounds that are being selected; undesirable properties of active lead compounds may be modified via medicinal chemistry when optimizing a lead into drug candidate.
EXAMPLES OF VIRTUAL SCREENING APPLI-CATIONS
As discussed in the introduction PPIs represent a class of interactions that play a significant role in almost all aspects of biology. A number of reviews on specific systems that involve PPIs were cited above allowing the reader to access information on these systems. In this section an overview of published results for 4 well studied systems is presented. These overviews are designed to allow the topics discussed above to be placed in more concrete terms, yielding a clearer understanding of how CADD may be applied to identify lead compounds that inhibit PPIs.
BCL-2
Computational methods have been successful in identifying inhibitors of the Bcl-2 protein [285] , which is involved in apoptosis ( Fig. 2A) [259, 260] . Cancer cells suppress programmed cell death by upregulating Bcl-2 and preventing apoptosis, such that drugs that inhibit Bcl-2 could be used in therapies to eliminate cancer cells. The 'Bcl-2' protein family contains several proteins involved in apoptosis. Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL are anti-apoptotic proteins which inhibit the pro-apoptotic proteins Bax and Bak, and are themselves inhibited by BH3 [261, 262] . Bcl-2 is a good target for the inhibition of its PPIs because it contains a hydrophobic groove on its surface which is known to bind to alpha helices on other proteins involved in apoptosis ( Fig.  2A) [263] . In, addition, mutations of residues in this groove have been shown to eliminate Bcl-2's biological functions [264] .
Virtual screening and homology modeling were used by Wang and co-workers to identify non-peptidic and cellpermeable inhibitors of Bcl-2 [260] . The structure of Bcl-2 was built based on the NMR structure of Bcl-xL, which has 47% sequence identity and then minimized using MSI/Insight II 98 software (Biosym Technologies, San Diego). The program DOCK 3.5 [80, 81] was then used to screen the MDL/ACD database [265] , targeting the groove to which the Bak BH3 peptide binds. The top 1000 molecules were then selected and their bound orientations refined via minimization of the ligand-protein complex using Sybyl 6.2 (Tripos, St. Louis). 53 compounds with favorable binding energies, geometries that allowed hydrogen bonding and diverse structural scaffolds were chosen for assay by visual inspection. Compound HA14-1 was ultimately identified as an inhibitor in the µM range. This compounds allowed apoptosis to occur in human acute myeloid leukemia cells that were overexpressing the Bcl-2 protein.
A second study also used high-throughput virtual screening to identify inhibitors of Bcl-2 [259] . As in the previous study, homology modeling was used to produce a 3D structure of Bcl-2. The sequences of Bcl-2 and Bcl-x were aligned using BLAST [136] , and the 3D structures created using MODELLER [266] , followed by refinement via MD simulations using CHARMM [125] . During the course of that study the experimental 3D structure of Bcl-2 became available allowing the modeled protein to be compared to the reported NMR structure (1BLX) (Petros, 2001 ). The fold of the simulated structure and the NMR structure were the same and the RMSD for heavy atoms in the BH3 binding site was 1.0 Å, where the binding site was defined as all residues within 8 Å of the Bak BH3 peptide. The NCI 3D database of 206,876 compounds were docked against the binding site using DOCK and ranked using the DOCK energy scoring function. Of the 35 compounds selected for biological assay seven inhibited the binding of Bak BH3 peptide to Bcl-2 and one of these had an IC 50 of 4 µM in the inhibition of cell growth and could induce apoptosis in cancer cells in a manner that correlated with the Bcl-2 expression level.
P56LCK
The p56 Lymphoid T cell tyrosine kinase (Lck) protein is a tyrosine kinase from the Src family which is involved in Tcell mediated immune responses [267, 268] . Lck is an interesting multiple domain protein that participates in both intra-and inter-molecular interactions. The protein consists of three main domains (kinase, SH2, SH3), inter-domain linkers and tails. In its inactive form, the SH2 domain is involved in intramolecular interactions and the kinase is inactive. One of the first steps in immune response is the phosphorylation of a tyrosine located in short-recognition peptides of the membrane-bound CD3 receptor referred to as ITAMs. The Lck SH2 domain has a high affinity for the phosphorylated ITAMs and binding to them leads to activation of the Lck kinase domain [269] . The activated p56lck then initiates a signal transduction cascade ultimately leading to increased interleukin-2 production and stimulation of T cell growth. Accordingly, inhibition of the proteinprotein interaction between the SH2 and the ITAM peptides Fig. (2) . (A) The cavity of Bcl-2 (red) was based on the complex between the homologous Bcl-xL and BakBH3. The recently reported structure of Bcl-2 bound to an inhibitor (1YSW.pdb) [285] illustrates the site on the protein surface. (B) The p56lck SH2 domain bound to the pYEEI peptide (1LKK.pdb) [286] illustrates the hydrophobic pocket which was targeted in drug design. (C) Two chains of the S100B protein (blue,green) are complexed with the TRTK-12 peptide (1MWN.pdb) [287] . The hydrophobic pocket which was used to identify small molecule inhibitors is highlighted in yellow. (D) The hydrophobic groove between the CD and ED acidic residues on the ERK surface (1ERK.pdb) [288] was used as the site for docking small molecules.
could be of therapeutic value in the area of immunosuppression.
MacKerell, Hayashi and coworkers used virtual screening to identify non-peptide drug-like molecules targeting the Lck SH2 domain [270, 286] . The SH2 domain contains a hydrophobic pocket in the pY+3 binding site (pY: phosphotyrosine), which mutational studies [271] and the crystal structures of different Src SH2 domains and ITAM peptides had identified as a site imparting binding specificity. Fig.  (2B) shows one of these ITAMs bound to the Lck SH2 domain and the location of the targeted hydrophobic site. A database of 2 million compounds was prepared in-house from commercially available compounds in a process that involved building the 3D structures of the compounds, assigning charges, and minimizing their structures prior to docking. A two step docking protocol similar to that shown in Figure 1 was then used. First, the compounds were placed in the targeted binding site using the anchored search method in DOCK [80, 81] allowing for flexible docking of the ligands. The top 25,000 compounds from the initial screen were then selected based on normalized vdW attractive energies. Total interaction energies have an inherent bias towards highly charged compounds or very large compounds, neither of which typically would make suitable leads. In addition, compounds whose interaction with the receptor is based on electrostatics may not necessarily have high steric complementarity to the binding pocket. To eliminate these biases, compounds were ranked using the attractive van der Waals energies which were normalized according to the number of heavy atoms, as discussed above [272] . The selected compounds were subjected to a second virtual screening (secondary docking) and were then scored according to the total normalized interaction energy. The top compounds were clustered using 2D molecular fingerprints so that each cluster would have dissimilar compounds and representatives from each cluster were chosen based on Lipinski's rules, with 194 compounds obtained for biological assay from commercial vendors. Thirteen of the 194 compounds experimentally tested showed inhibitory activity in mixed lymphocyte reaction assay as well as inhibition of the binding of the ITAM with the Lck SH2 domain. Additional assays including fluorescence titrations and inhibition of Lck SH2 domain-ITAM peptide binding were used to further validate that the compounds were bound to the SH2 domain.
A subsequent study has been used to validate several of the initial actives as lead compounds suitable for optimization studies [273] . This involved identifying structurally similar compounds for 12 of the 13 active compounds via chemical similarity fingerprint analysis. The new compounds were then experimentally assayed. Results showed a majority of the similar compounds to be active for the more active lead compounds, validating them as viable compounds for optimization. In contrast, for some of the less active compounds the similar compounds all had low or no activity, indicating that additional optimization of these was not feasible. However, for two of the lowest activity lead compounds, the majority of similar compounds had good activity with some of the similar compounds being more active than the original lead. Thus, these compounds were "rescued" as viable leads for future development. The results for these studies were also used to develop structure-activity relationship for the inhibitors as well as identify common binding motifs of the ligands.
S100B
S100B is a calcium binding protein which binds to the Cterminus of p53 and inhibits its tumor suppressor function [274, 275] . When S100B binds calcium, it undergoes a conformational change that exposes a hydrophobic patch of residues that interact with p53 as seen in Fig. (2C) . The presence of this well-defined 'hot spot' deduced from high resolution crystal and NMR structures [287] made S100B an attractive target for the development of PPI inhibitors [276] . Virtual screening of 640,000 compounds from an in-house [16, 277] database of small molecules was done using DOCK [69, 278] . The binding site was defined based on spheres created by SPHGEN that were within 14 Å of the amino acids involved in the S100B-p53 interaction. Compound scoring was based on the attractive vdW interaction energy in order to ensure that the compounds had good steric complementarity with the binding pocket. Two step docking was performed and compounds were chosen from the second step for biological assay based on their drug-like properties, their similarity to drug scaffolds and their chemical diversity. From 60 purchased compounds, seven were soluble and determined to bind to the S100B site by fluorescence spectroscopy with K D values between 1 and 120 µM and by heteronuclear single quantum coherence NMR titrations. NOEs obtained for one of the compounds showed that the intended hydrophobic area was being targeted. Five compounds inhibited growth of melanoma cancer cells at micromolar concentrations and are currently being subjected to lead optimization studies.
ERK
The extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK1/2) are part of a signaling pathway involved in cell proliferation. ERK1/2, c-Jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK) and p38 kinase are three known mitogen activated (MAP) protein kinases [288] whose unregulated activation has been linked to cancer and inflammation [279] [280] [281] . In addition, it is thought that inhibition of ERK may arrest cancer cell proliferation [279] [280] [281] . In the ERK1/2 signaling pathway, only two proteins are known to activate ERK1/2 through phosphorylation of residues Thr183 and Tyr185, MAP kinase-1 and 2 (MEK1/2). Upon activation, ERK undergoes a conformational change [282] and phosphorylates its many substrate proteins. In vitro, dozens of proteins can be phosphorylated by ERK. Some are known cognate ERK substrates, like RSK-1 and ELK-1, but others are also involved in other signaling pathways. Thus, ERK1/2 represents an interesting system as it is involved in multiple PPIs, with those different interactions involved in different signal transduction pathways. Accordingly, it would be desirable to selectively inhibit the interaction of ERK1/2 with only one (or a subset) of their substrate proteins.
In a study by Hancock et al, virtual screening was used to identify drug-like molecules that could specifically target ERK phosphorylation of some substrates and not others [76, 283] . To attain this goal, rather than inhibition of the active (i.e. catalytic or kinase) site, which is likely to block the phosphorylation of many substrate proteins, a site in the protein involved only in PPIs was targeted as shown in Fig.  (2D) . The selected site had been characterized through mutation studies, showing it to be involved in interactions with MEK1/2 and substrates. In the crystal structure of ERK [288] this site was shown to consist of two sets of protruding polar amino acids surrounding a groove in the protein [284] that is located in the hinge region of the kinase opposite to the active site. Of these two sites one is common to other MAP kinases (the CD domain) while the second site (ED domain) affect the specificity of the interactions with substrate proteins. Therefore, this region of the protein was selected as the putative binding site, such that bound inhibitors would only inhibit downstream phosphorylation of ERK substrate proteins.
A database of 800,000 compounds was screened using the DOCK software in a procedure similar to the one described above for the Lck protein. Bias towards highly polar compounds was eliminated through the use of a two step docking algorithm that initially emphasized the vdW attractive interaction energy and ligand size normalization for the primary docking run. 20,000 compounds selected from the primary docking were then subjected to a more rigorous secondary docking with 500 compounds selected based on normalized DOCK total interaction energy scores. The top 500 compounds were then clustered using JarvisPatrick and MACC-BITS 2D fingerprints into dissimilar subsets of compounds. One or two compounds with desirable properties based on Lipinski's rules were then selected from each group. 80 compounds were obtained and tested for biological activity. Several compounds inhibited the phosphorylation of two ERK substrates, RSK-1 and ELK-1 and direct binding to the protein was confirmed using fluorescence spectroscopy. Compounds also showed dosedependent inhibition of proliferation in several cancer cell lines. More recently, inhibitors of ERK targeting the phosphorylated form of the protein have been identified (A.D. MacKerell, Jr. and P. Shapiro, Work in progress) and additional characterization of all the ERK inhibitors identified to date is ongoing.
SUMMARY
In the present review an overview of various CADD approaches used in the identification of inhibitors of PPIs has been given. Emphasis was placed on issues of particular relevance to PPIs, such as identification of the appropriate binding site to be targeted during virtual database screening. However, the majority of the approaches used for PPIs are relevant to any target protein, making the present overview of more general utility. In addition, considerations associated with the final selection of compounds for experimental assays, referred to as post-dock processing, including the use of similarity clustering to obtain chemical diverse structures, were emphasized. This last step is important to maximize success (i.e. the hit rate) in virtual screen studies as the methods used in the docking approaches including a variety of approximations as required due to computational considerations. Despite the limitations, low-molecular weight inhibitors of PPIs have been identified for a number of different systems indicating the viability of the CADD approaches outlined in this review. Such compounds offer potential as tools in the field of chemical biology and chemical genetics and have the potential to be developed into novel therapeutic agents for a wide variety of disease states.
